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NURSES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BULLETIN

1891 1993

School of Nursing
College of Allied Health Sciences
Thomas Jefferson University

FALL 1993
JEFFERSON NURSES ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PHILADELPHIA

Dear Alumni:

Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the following dates:

- September 14, 1993: March 8, 1994
- November 9, 1993: May 7, 1994 (Annual Luncheon)
- January 11, 1994: Meeting (Jeff Hall)

Regular meetings will be held in Suite 315, Benjamin Franklin House, 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 4:30 P.M.

This is the only notice you will receive.

Dorothy Cloud, Treasurer

NOTICE
ANNUAL LUNCHEON & MEETING DATES
MAY 7, 1994

Social Hour: 11:30 A.M.
Luncheon: 12:30 P.M.

JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL
1020 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

ANNUAL MEETING: 10:00 A.M.
Solis-Cohen Auditorium

JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
834 CHESTNUT STREET
SUITE 315
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107-5127
(215) 955-8981
The President's Message

Dear Alumni:

This has been a pretty good year, despite the fact we had no one to fill the pending vacancies. Our treasury is solvent and we have a fair cushion to fall back on. The Relief Committee could help eight of our Alumni who are having difficulties and the Bulletin was better than ever.

We have two satellite groups that are active. The Harrisburg area meets five times a year and the Western South Jersey area meets once a year. There are nibbles from other areas, but nothing has taken hold.

We do believe that the satellites are a means of continuous contact with the Board of Directors as minutes of the meetings are sent to the chairmen. The satellite meetings also help to identify our members who are in need of assistance from the Relief Committee. This is of great importance. If we can help each other we are truly a membership of nurses in the best sense of the word.

The most troubling aspect of our organization is the lack of participation. We're well aware of the reluctance women have about coming into Philadelphia late in the day. We have toyed with the idea of a Saturday meeting during the Fall. Then comes the question "Where could we meet?" Jefferson Hall is for students, and in the Fall classes are full speed ahead. The room we use for the Luncheon is where the students have their meals, and is in use most of the day. Also, there has been no feedback from the members that they would like Fall meetings.

The luncheon this year (1993) had the smallest attendance in a number of years. Then we realized there were no more 10 year anniversaries. We have entered the 15 years. But Mildred Kroupa Okunishi, class of 1925, was there again. She has been the representative of the earliest class for the past several years. It is always a pleasure to see her beautiful face when she comes forward for her corsage. Jefferson School of Nursing has the most beautiful nurses in the world!

We have received a 1925 CLINIC, published by the Medical College. The book includes the Department of Nursing. We thank Alyce Casper Wright, 1926 for donating the book, and Martha Willeing King, 1935 for presenting it to us the day of the luncheon.

Respectfully,
Alice C. Boehret, RN, EdD
FINANCIAL REPORT May 1, 1992 — April 30, 1993

Income
- Dues $11,180
- Annual Giving 23,100
- Luncheon 5,333
- CoreStates Bank 4,388
- Jefferson 2,500
- Memorial Fund 1,995
- Miscellaneous 371

TOTAL $45,668

Disbursements
- Salaries 11,808
- Office Supplies 1,313
- Alumni Day 6,334
- T.J.U. 124
- Satellite Expenses 233
- IRS 894
- Florist 1,215
- Accountant 2,157
- Standard Photo 300
- Treasurer's Expenses 36
- Petty Cash 150
- United Way 10,929
- 1992 Bulletin 1,650
- Christmas Checks 150
- Attorney 12
- Relief Fund Expenses 208
- J.L. Awards 12

TOTAL $37,443

Balance in Funds — April 30, 1993
- General Fund 57,092
- Relief Fund 1,273,120
- Scholarship Fund 286,769
- Marguerite Barnett Student Loan Fund 78,683

TOTAL $1,385,120

LARRY J. BROUSE, P.C.
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND FUND BALANCE
DECEMBER 31, 1992

ASSETS
- Cash — General Fund $22,262
- Endowment Funds: Relief Fund $1,042,527
- Scholarship Fund 245,179
- Marguerite G. Barnett Memorial Student Loan Fund 72,642

TOTAL ASSETS $1,385,120

FUND BALANCE $1,385,120

Tribute to Mabel C. Prevost

The University and the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association were saddened by the death of Mabel C. Prevost on August 14, 1993. Miss Prevost was a loyal Jeffersonian and held many important positions during her long association with Jefferson and the Alumni Association.

On the occasion of the celebration of 100 years of nursing at Jefferson, Miss Prevost commented, "I am very proud of the nursing profession as it has developed and of Jefferson nursing today..." Not only was she proud of the nursing at Jefferson, she was also proud to be a "Jefferson Nurse."

Her most recent position was liaison to the hospital Women's Board, a capacity in which she served from 1974 until 1987, devoting her energies to every aspect of the board's fundraising activities.

She was also a member of the Bunt-Melville Department which now supports patient-care enhancements in the department of rehabilitation medicine. Upon her retirement, she was honored with membership on the board itself.

Miss Prevost's Jefferson affiliation began when she matriculated at the School of Nursing from which she received her diploma in 1929. She then did private duty until 1942.

During World War II, she joined the Army Nurse Corps in the Pacific. When the Army's 38th General Hospital was reactivated in 1949 as a U.S. Army Reserve Unit, she joined the unit and later became Chief Nurse, retiring after 20 years of service, as a Lt. Colonel. She was a very active member of the Helen Fairchild Nursing Post #412.

From 1953 to 1958, she was Jefferson's Director of Nursing (Nursing Service and School of Nursing). During her tenure, the school continued to grow through rigorous recruitment efforts, and a campaign was undertaken for a more modern nurses' residence. This resulted in the 1959 opening of the James R. Martin Residence for student nurses.

In 1958, Miss Prevost was appointed assistant hospital director with administrative responsibility for the School of Nursing (until 1967), the Practical Nurse Program, operating rooms, the pharmacy, the volunteers, the Women's Board liaison, and several other departments.

While assistant hospital director, from 1958 to 1974, Miss Prevost established an Exchange Visitor Program for Filipino nurses, this program also included nurses from the Netherland, England, India, Greece, Taiwan, and Jamaica. She established the Practical Nurse Program, and served on the committee for the construction of the Foederer Pavilion, the intensive care nursery and the helipad, made possible through the contribution of the Women's Board.

Miss Prevost was a loyal supporter of the Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association, she served as chairman of many committees, and offered valuable guidance and direction.

Her love of animals was well known at Jefferson, she became a friend to many stray dogs and cats over the years, taking them into her home until she could find another home for them.

Surviving are her sister Marie L. Prevost, and four cousins.

Miss Prevost will be missed by her many friends and the Nurses' Alumni Association.
The Decade Fund Nursing Scholarship

The University asked the Alumni Association to participate in a fund drive in the eighties. The monies we raised was divided so half would go to nursing service as seed money for nursing practice research, and the other half would go to scholarship aid to students who were changing careers. Our first scholar graduated last year (1992) and we now have a second scholar.

We are presenting to you, a letter from Dr. Pamela Watson and one from the student. As you read them, you will be impressed by the changes in education for nursing and by the caliber of the women entering the profession.

It's a pleasure to tell you about Alice Drumm, the recipient of this year's School of Nursing Alumni Scholarship. Alice, a third-year student, is 51 and has made a mid-life career change so that she can work closely with people. She says, "I want to make a contribution in a personal way," she said. Currently, Alice has a successful career in financial administration, but feels that the executive environment is a closed one. "I even sold cars awhile back," she says, "just so I could be around people. I loved it."

Like many of her generation, Alice married young, worked and went to school while raising her family. (She now has six grandchildren as she attends school four nights a week - sometimes until after 11 p.m."

I'll just take on some extra pages."

I have recently been notified that I have been awarded the School of Nursing Scholarship. I would like to express my deep appreciation for the support of the Association.

I am a student in the Generic BSN Accelerated Evening Program. I am employed as an Executive Assistant for a Center City firm that is involved in manufacturing operations and real estate investment. Some of my major areas of responsibility are: risk management, profit sharing plan administration, personnel, etc. I have formerly worked as an accounting clerk and an automobile dealer with supervisory duties. As a student, I believe part of the learning experience is to become involved and, therefore, I am student government representative and member of the Curriculum Committee.

In 1990, I made a decision to pursue a long held dream of becoming a baccalaureate nurse. The evening program was the only way I was going to accomplish this due to the fact that since I maintain a home for my daughter and myself, I am not in a position to leave my job (or accept part time employment). The decision, I made in 1992, to attend Thomas Jefferson University was filled with uncertainty because of the financial implications. The scholarship that has been awarded to me goes a long way toward relieving the burden. It is particularly heartwarming because, as an older student, I was fearful that no funding would be available to me. As a non-traditional student, it is difficult balancing the responsibilities of school, home and work. It is through, not only the emotional support of family and friends, but the generosity of people such as you, that many of us are able to accomplish our goals and, hopefully, give something back in the future. Thank you.

Yours truly,

Alice Drumm
LORETTA SUBER HEDYUK, ’71, R.N.C., M.S.N. has been ap- pointed director of the recently created Division of Partial Hospital Services at Friends Hospital. This division encompasses all partial hospital programs of the private psychiatric hospital, including a Day Program for adults at its main Northeast Philadelphia campus and the Passage, a partial program for adolescents located in the Centennial School District in Warminster, Bucks County. Under her leadership, the hospital is also developing additional partial programs at its main campus, including a program for the elderly and another for adolescents. “Changing patterns of delivery of mental health care have resulted in a much greater emphasis on ambulatory or outpatient programs,” comments Malcolm Strickler, M.B.A., acting CEO of Friends Hospital.

Loretta, a resident of Northeast Philadelphia, has worked at Friends Hospital since 1971 in key nursing management positions. In 1984, she helped create and was appointed senior nurse coordinator for its Day Program. As director of partial hospital services, she is responsible for planning, marketing, and managing daily operations of all the hospital’s partial hospital programs, including supervising program coordinators.

She holds an M.S.N. in nursing with concentration in nursing administration from Villanova University, a B.S.N. in nursing from LaSalle College, and in 1971 a diploma in nursing from Thomas Jefferson University Hospital School of Nursing. She was certified in psychiatric and mental health nursing by the American Nurses Association in 1985.

THOUGHTS FOR YOU TO PONDER

T. Lincoln walked 20 miles to borrow a book. Now they close libraries to celebrate his birthday! The best thing about the future is that it comes one day at a time. Even if you are on the right track, you get run over if you just sit there! The three essentials of happiness are something to do, someone to love, and something to hope for. There is no tranquilizer in the world more effective than a few kind words. Our duty is not to see through one another, but to see one another through. Blessed are those who give without remembering and re- ceive without forgetting. The time to make friends is before you need them. Joy shared is joy doubled. Sorrow shared is sorrow halved. Faith does not demand that we win; it does demand that we keep trying. If you think education is expensive, try ignorance. Some things are loved because they are valuable; others are valuable because they are loved. It doesn’t do any good to sit up and take notice if you just keep on sitting. The measure of a man is not how tall he is, but how much his neighbors respect him. We need some clouds in our life to have a beautiful sunset. Minds are like parachutes ... they function only when open. In the midst of everything, take time to love and laugh and pray. Then life will be worth living, each and every day. Success is relative ... the more success, the more meaningless.

WHAT KIND OF BONE ARE YOU?

There are four kinds of bones in every organization. There are the WISH-BOONES, who spend their time wishing someone else would do the work. There are the JAWBONES, who do all the talking, but very little work. There are the SNACKLEBONES, who knock everything anyone else tries to do. Finally, there are the BACKBONES, who get under the load and do the work. What kind of bone are you?

SEIZE THE DAY

Life goes on even though I have Multiple Sclerosis. I have been in a wheel chair for 16 years, with no bed sores ever. This can be attributed to the good care received from health care aides and my nursing experience which has helped me to direct them.

One day at a time

When I woke up this morning at 7 a.m. to a p.m. health care aide enters my studio apartment, she very often begins singing, “Good morning dear teacher, good morning to you, ...” a refrain we all remember from childhood days. It seems almost every day I hold a teaching session, either about my own care or some medical problem of hers or her immediate family. Teaching still is very dear to my heart.

In the past I tutored graduate and practical nurses who had not passed the State Boards. Everyone I tutored has gone back to pass her exams. I miss tutoring people. But it is so time consuming just to meet life’s necessary situations that I can tutor no longer.

On with the duties of my morning home health aide. The articles that were placed on my bed the evening before by 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. health care aide are removed. They include: hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the night.

Because I am alone through the night, a woman comes in for a short period to reposition me, refill liquids, and see that the telephone is within my reach. I continue to report that the Hoyer lift is a necessary part of my life. My health care aides have mastered this contraption. I sit on a canvas with hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the night.

Because I am alone through the night, a woman comes in for a short period to reposition me, refill liquids, and see that the telephone is within my reach.

I continue to report that the Hoyer lift is a necessary part of my life. My health care aides have mastered this contraption. I sit on a canvas with hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the night.
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I continue to report that the Hoyer lift is a necessary part of my life. My health care aides have mastered this contraption. I sit on a canvas with hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the night.

Because I am alone through the night, a woman comes in for a short period to reposition me, refill liquids, and see that the telephone is within my reach.

I continue to report that the Hoyer lift is a necessary part of my life. My health care aides have mastered this contraption. I sit on a canvas with hand extender grabber, facial tissues, reading glasses, pads, current book, pampers, a few chucks, Jean Nate powder and spray, an emergency alarm in a red zipper bag, the TV guide and the TV remote control. These items allow me to be comfortable while I am alone through the night.
VIEWS OF ART

"He's a brave man," the clerk at the counter said. "Most of us would give up if we were blinded at such a young age."
During his recovery, he made sure the world wouldn't change. So, as before, he and his wife come in whenever there's a new show about art. "But what does he get out of the art?" I asked. "He can't see."
"Can't see? You're wrong. He sees a lot. More than you and I. His wife describes each painting so he can see it in his mind."
I learned something about patience, courage and love that day. I saw the patience of a young wife describing paintings to a person without sight and the courage of a husband who must be charged every night. It's quite natural to assume that they are NOT ("Trust me, I work at Harborview. That's where I come from.")
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is my treatment modality of choice. Stress management and psychosocial/immunology are major areas of emphasis in my work. I won't attempt to sort out whether I chose these as a major line of personal development because I was never in a play setting. For the boys, it's all about survival (including three decades of dealing with a child born with mongoloidencephal and hydrophobia)....or just came by the interests of a bent toward the science of life. In any case, once again my nursing background came in pretty exciting to provide a kind of psychotherapy which helps others maximize their own internal resources in dealing with physical, social and educational, and other stressors.
These things plus reading, writing, making tapes of Relaxation Technique and/or imagery, occasionally bicycling, and presenting workshops on stress management have been pretty rewarding. The combination of nursing, music and clinical psychology is one I can strongly recommend. (Tell THAT to the little judges within.) Joyce Shaffer, Class of 61, Diploma School of Nursing.

A PRAYER

Give us, Lord, a bit o' sun,
bit o' work and a bit o' fun.
Give us in all the struggle and sputter,
Our daily bread and a bit o' butter.
Give us our health to keep us alive
And a bit to spare for other's sake
Give us, too, a bit of song,
And a bit to spare for other's sake.

A New English Prayer

PSYCHOLOGY AND NURSING

A Healthy Union

When asked to write on what I do, I eagerly agreed to the writing of the love I have for all things professional in my life. Now, many months later, as I note I've not even structured my thoughts on the topic. I ask friends “whay and where to begin?” Flunny, isn’t it, how easily diminutive things come into view, the blinking cursor implies urgency. Out steps one little judge saying, “Oh DO get on with this, would you?” while another asks “What of REAL consequence DO you do?” or some such. Not always kind, these internal judges.

Which brings me to the matter at hand, so to speak. Health care employment by the University of Washington at Harborview Medical Center in Seattle includes a faculty appointment as Clinical Assistant Professor in the Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Department. A small part of my responsibilities at Harborview includes educating new staff, medical students, and residents about the Involuntary Treatment Act (ITA). However, the bulk of my work there is as a forensic psychologist (court evaluator) for ITA patients.

During their first 72 hours of detention, my job is to evaluate the patients to see if they have a mental disorder and, if so, to determine if treatment is essential and, if so, if they will be a “good faith” voluntary patient or need a court order for further detention. If a court order is indicated, I file a petition with the court. Since the patients have the right to a hearing prior to detention beyond the 72 hours, I often end up before the judge testifying as to the mental disorder and the patients need further involuntary psychiatric evaluation and treatment.

All other court evaluators in the Harborview system are licensed psychologists as I am. However, being a Registered Nurse gives me the additional advantage of being able to testify in court as an expert witness on medical matters relating to those patients who are gravely disabled due to a mental disorder. After 10 years at Harborview, it is still the best job I’ve ever had, that is to provide the opportunity and stimuli to keep me fromer at the edge of cutting edge psychiatry, medicine, and the law. Besides, assessing ITA patients has quite an additional impact in providing psychotherapy with people like you and me.

Our health care employment is my private practice as a psychologist in Bellevue, Washington. When the occasional patient there says, “I know you’re gonna think I’m crazy...” it’s quite natural to assume that they are NOT (“Trust me, I work at Harborview. Where’s that where I come from.”)
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is my treatment modality of choice.

One afternoon I toured an art museum while waiting for my husband to finish a business meeting. I was looking forward to a quiet view of the masterpieces.
A young couple looking at the paintings ahead of me chatted nonstop. I watched them a moment and decided she was doing all the talking. I admired her patience, but putting up with a constant parade of words.
Distracted by their noise, I moved on.
I encountered them several times as I moved through the various rooms of art. Each time I heard her constant gush of words, I moved away, as the museum was new and pulled out a white object. He extended it into a long cane and then tapped his way into the corridor to get his wife’s jacket.

One friend to the mainline performance of “Chorus Line” in center city. At that time I could transfer to an end seat, and my friend folded the wheelhead and put it in the back of the theater. This no longer can be done. Nevertheless, I have a new electric chair which affords me more independence. I no longer need to be pushed by anyone. I just press my joy stick, say goodbye, and I proceed! The battery must be charged every night. It’s interesting to see how airplane pilots use a joy stick mechanism to fly the planes.

The Cuban Missile Crisis

Coverage of the anniversary of the Cuban missile crisis left an impression on me this year. It was hard for me to believe that 30 years have gone by since this crisis. I met a naval officer right after it took place, and he said that “they had orders to shoot.” We were all on the verge of extinction the next day. Only because of President Kennedy’s wise decision, and his agonized choice, was the world saved from nuclear warfare. I’m happy to write this article 30 years later.

A Military Honor

During World War II, I was an Army nurse based overseas for two years. Today there is the Women in Military Service for America Memorial, authorized by Congress and supported by the Department of Defense and the Department of Veterans Affairs. However, money must be raised through private donations. A dear friend of mine honored me by making a private donation on my behalf. I wrote her a summary about my service record is now included in the computerized database memorial register.

The memorial for Women in Military Service is at the gateway to Arlington National Cemetery. The Memorial includes a reflecting pool, graceful sculptures and a skylight. Should you visit there, you’ll be able to learn about Vivian Moyer’s years as an Army nurse by “punching up” my name on the computer.

Church Ties

Whenever I go to church, the Reverend Edgar G. Adams, and his assistant, the Reverend Lynne A. Grifo, always deliver a meaningful and encouraging message. Pastor Lynne is a great help to me, and I’m always inspired by Pastor Adams’ messages.

My Family

My niece, Laurie (an attorney) is married to Bob Gunther (also an attorney). Their three children are Russell, age 11; Paul, age 9; and Allison, age 4-1/2. We have delightful visits about once a week when Pat, the babysitter, brings them for pizza and a play session. For the boys, it’s baseball cards and the active competition of shootingballscintothehooponthetookastrairedmananddog. For Allison, it’s a white object. He extended it into a long cane and then tapped his way into the corridor to get his wife’s jacket.

As a nurse, I saw the love shared by two people as I watched this couple walk away with their arms entwined.
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FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
CLASS OF 1943

Lucy Abel Antrim
304 Wright Street
Corry, PA 16407

†Marjorie Baldwin Dore
Lois Beans Williams
Mary Benedict Weller
2548 Gerald Way
San Jose, CA 95125

*Mina Blizzard Birch
190 Sherman Avenue
Waynesburg, PA 15370

Isabel Bowmaster Westcott
†Catherine Boyle Knapp
Margaret Brainard Scull
624 E. Street Road
Warminster, PA 18974

Eleanor Burns Whelan
Elizabeth Byrne Kimlin
2020 Oriole Drive
Ashabula, OH 44004

Evelyn Claycomb Long
†Jean Cresswell Zukowski
R.D. # 6
Pottstown, PA 19464

*Ann Lois Davis Cabrey
510 Foxwood Lane
Paxi, PA 19301

Dolores Davis Wilkinson
9 Warbler Street
New Orleans, LA 70124

Anna M. Dean Feagens
217 Center Avenue
Weston, WV 26452

Jean Drysdale Warren
701 McCormick Blvd.
Clifton Forge, VA 24422

†Jean Farrell Kehm
†Ruth Fisher Dougherty
†Fay Gaugler McCune
260 Wenner Way
Pt. Washington, PA 19034

Gertrude G. Gearhart Malloy
Theresa Gray Hart
†Marion Hahn Lash
324 Miriam Avenue
Leesport, PA 19533

Betty Jane Metzger Shaw
5200 Hilltop Drive F5
Brookhaven, PA 19015

*Esther Milewski Kahn
701 W. Mt. Airy Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19119

Anna Mogck Whitaker
111 Pine Tree
St. Simons, GA 31522-2458

*Ann C. Hare Inemer
*Mary V. Hershey Donahey
801 Hewett Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

*Marion Delglaish Gabuzda
Leader Residential Home Apt. A
272 N. Charlotte Street
Pottstown, PA 19464

*Ruth Jones Schmitt
129 Woods Lane
Radnor, PA 19087

Mary L. Keatley Williams
2202 W. Surrey Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85029

Virginia King Parry
953 Sullivan Trail
Easton, PA 18042

Muriel Lloyd Peake
507 Calhoun Road, Belleve Hills
Wilmington, DE 19909

†Virginia Lovell Hollandsworth
Theo Machen Peterson
†Audrey Ohler Zydol
†Ruth Painter Greenner
801 Delaware Avenue
Mt. Ephraim, NJ 08059

†Mary Jo Strong Lake
8 Valley Creek Road
Norristown, PA 19403

Mary F. Sullinger Gough
405 Glade Street
College Station, TX 77840

†Janet Robertson Gerow
132 Folcroft Avenue
Folcroft, PA 19032

*Mary F. Sullinger Gough
405 Glade Street
College Station, TX 77840

†Kathryn Rutt Combs
209 Red Fish Lane
Boise, ID 83706

†Ruth Sunderland
Pennsylvania Airlines
12 South Market Street
McVeytown, PA 17051-0393

Muriel Rutter Morris
2005 North Edwards #4
Mt. Pleasant, TX 75455

*Esther Milewski Kahn
701 W. Mt. Airy Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19119

Anna Mogck Whitaker
111 Pine Tree
St. Simons, GA 31522-2458

*Vivian Zindel Bowen
53 Cobalt Cross Road
Levittown, PA 19057

†attended luncheon
tdeceased
†deceased
Résumé Alumni Association Meetings
May 1992 - March 1993

May 2, 1992 — ANNUAL MEETING — 65 members present.

The minutes from the previous meeting were read by the Recorder and approved as read.

The Treasurer’s report — a copy of the report from May 1, 1991 to April 30, 1992 was distributed, read and approved. A copy of the proposed budget for 1992-1993 was distributed, read and approved.

Committee reports were given.

Alumni Office Coordinators report — Since our last meeting, birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to Mary Stauffer Malick, 28, Lillian M. Mertz, 27, and Laura Careton Short, 28.

Electoral results: President — Alice C. Boeheer, Board of Directors (elected) — Doris Bowman, Dolores Heckenger, Nancy Scott, and Margaret Summers. Permission was given to destroy the ballots.

Old Business — The proposed Memorial Fund will be called the Elizabeth C. Ent Memorial Fund. We will be consulting our attorney to determine the best method for establishing this fund.

New Business — A motion was made and accepted to send birthday flowers and/or cards to our graduates when they reach the age of 80 instead of 85. The Officers and Board of Directors were given permission to handle business as necessary prior to the next meeting.

September 8, 1992 — 10 members present.

The minutes of the Annual Meeting in May were distributed, read and approved. The Treasurer’s report was distributed for reading and was approved.

Committee reports were given.

Satellite — Mabel Prevost — absent — Nancy Powell read the minutes from the satellite directors in the Southern New Jersey group on November 19, 1992. Attendance was 19.

Alumni Office Coordinators report — Since our last meeting, birthday flowers and/or cards were sent to: Josephine Lucas, 24, Lorraine Knoll Mayers, 27, Dorothy Raubenhold, 34, Mildred Dunkle Brinkman, 34, and Dorothy T. Peterson, 31.

Old Business — None.

New Business — Pamella Watson, ScD, Chair Director of Nursing spoke to the group concerning, the "Jefferson 2000 Fund" and distributed application booklets containing the Seal Commitment to Excellence and "beehive" application.

Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Powell
Recording Secretary

Alumni Office News

The Alumni Office continues to be a "beehive" of activity. It amazes us the number of requests we get, either by phone and/or letter or in person, and we really go the "extra mile" to provide a satisfactory answer.

BIRTHDAYS — By the end of 1993 flowers and/or birthday cards will be sent to 42 of our 80 and over graduates, more, if we learn about their birthdays. If you are 80 or more (or if you know of a graduate who is in this category), please send the following: Name — first, maiden, married. Year of graduation — month, day and year. Social Security number and telephone number.

COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE — If you did not receive a copy of this book when the School of Nursing closed in 1992 and would like a copy, (no charge) let us know and we will be happy to send you a copy as long as our supply lasts. The book is the history of our school from its beginning in 1921 until the closing in 1982.

CAPS — We have 22 caps left, we ask a $6.00 donation plus $1.00 for handling and postage.

MOSKOCOMMENTS — We wish we had a 1953 and 1967 Moskocom to complete our set of year books in the Alumni Office. We ask you to forgive any misspellings and/or other errors. We try to hard. We do appreciate your thoughtfulness.

1971 YEAR BOOKS — We have six extra copies of the 1971 Moskocom available. If you would like a copy, let us know.

PHOTOS — We have six photos in a folder of the painting "Jefferson Student Nurse" available for a $5.00 donation plus $1.00 for postage.

THANK YOU CLASS OF 1942 — For presenting a framed copy of the painting "Jefferson Student Nurse, 1981 to 1982" to the Alumni Office, we do appreciate your thoughtfulness.

Volunteers — Again we would like to say thank you to our volunteers who are so willing to give of their time when we need them. We do appreciate their help.

Betty Pieris and Peg Summers
Alumni Office Coordinators

RELIEF FUND COMMITTEE
Jefferson Nurses Diploma Program! As you know, we, the Jefferson Nurses’ Alumni Association, have a Nurses “Relief Fund Trust”. This trust is available to assist graduates of the School of Nursing (Diploma Program) and the White Haven School, who are ill, disabled or in need of additional support or maintenance.

Please let us know if you, or another graduate needs assistance.

The preliminary application found in the back of the bulletin can be sent to the Alumni Association. A second application will be sent to the applicant by the committee. When completed and returned the committee will evaluate the request, and the applicant will be notified as soon as possible. The amount of assistance is determined by the committee. All information on the application is confidential.

This year we have been able to assist eleven of our graduates. Some receiving a monthly stipend, and others a one-time gift.

The Relief Fund Committee also sends monetary gifts at Christmas time to those graduates known to be home bound or in a nursing home. Birthday flowers are sent to our graduates who we know will be celebrating their 80th or over birthday.

Lorraine McCall
Chair, Relief Fund Committee

BULLETIN COMMITTEE

The committee wishes to thank all of you who have in any way contributed to the 1993 Bulletin. We hope you enjoy reading it.

Again, we ask you to forgive any misspellings and/or other errors. We try so hard to do everything right, perhaps we try too hard.

Please continue to send interesting bits of news about you and your family. If your job is unusual we will send it very rewarding considering writing a short article about it. We need material for our 1994 bulletin.

Remember — the bulletin is only as interesting as the materials we receive from you our fellow graduates. Thanks again for all your help.

Peg Summers
Chair, Bulletin Committee
TO ATTEND JEFFERSON'S GRADUATES OF THE OTHER for it and ALUMNI ASSOCIATION goal.

stop first, so that the driver is forced to stop. He will try to get their first so he can pretend he hasn't seen you running for it and accelerate past. Thrills, spills and a challenge for everyone.

by Mike Kington in The Times, London
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JEFFERSON ALUMNI IDENTIFICATION CARD

Your status as an alumnus of Jefferson is officially documented by your Alumni Identification Card. Possession of a Jefferson Alumni Identification Card entitles you to the following privileges, provided that the card is supported by another form of identification (such as your driver’s license):

1. The alumni identification card will verify your alumni status when you apply for a library card at the Scott Memorial Library or a Common’s membership at the Common’s facility. Alumni use of these areas is in accordance with Jefferson University in existence. However, your name will not be listed in the Bulletin as a contributor.

2. The Jefferson employee discount rates apply if you purchase parking coupons for use in the Jefferson Parking Garage on 11th Street. These coupons can be purchased at the Commuter Services Office at 131 S. 10th Street. The $4.00 coupons may be used between 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. weekdays and any time on weekends and holidays to a maximum of 18 hours of parking. The Commuter Services Office is open Mondays through Fridays from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and Saturdays from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Please remember the discount is available only with the applicable employee discount rates will be granted in the Medical Office Building Pharmacy (corner of 11th, and Walnut), and the Jefferson Apothecary.

3. The applicable employee discount rates will be granted in the Medical Office Building Pharmacy (corner of 11th, and Walnut), and the Jefferson Apothecary.

4. The Jefferson Employee discount will apply for food and beverages purchased in the Altria Cafeteria in the Gibson Building and Jefferson Alumni Hot Cafeteria. Check with additional up-dates in the Allied Health Review.

5. The Jefferson Employee discount will apply for food and beverages purchased in the Altria Cafeteria in the Gibson Building and Jefferson Alumni Hot Cafeteria. Check with additional up-dates in the Allied Health Review.

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT 1993

The Finance Committee wishes to thank each one of you for your generous giving, continued support and loyalty to our Alumni Association. All contributions received after the Bulletin goes to the printers will be gratefully accepted and acknowledged. So far this year we have received 6 matching gifts, and we thank you. The total contributions for all funds from January 1st to press time (including matching and memorial gifts, general scholarship, and relief funds) were $24,555.00.

1916 - 1920 — $125.00
Frankie Butler Pangborn 16
Ruth Krall Thompson 23
Lillian Dillard Hartman 25
Clara L. Luckinger 25
Pauline Wall Still 26

1927 - 1932 — $160.00
Filomena Tiracchio Doherty 27
Lorraine Knoll Meyers 27
Lillian M. Mertz 27
Frances Baker Crossan 27
Marian L. F. Hill 27
Myrtle Sticker Lee 27
Mary Stauffer Malik 28
Frances Persons Wool 28
Grace Bourch Mears 28

1929 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1932 — $185.00
Dorothy Schrein Ragan
Dorothy Center Stephens
Minnie Underhoft Humphrey
Margaret Spatz Gauget
Ruth Sellars Johnson
Minnie Sudder III
Serena Murray Eshelman

1935 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1939 — $500.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1943 — $340.00
Katherine Warner Armigle
Julia Tyler McCutcheon
Anna Jacoby Gehke
Verna Hertzel Darby
Mildred Dore Estrads
Helen Rainier Molsey

1949 — $300.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1952 — $185.00
Dorothy Schrein Ragan
Dorothy Center Stephens
Minnie Underhoft Humphrey
Margaret Spatz Gauget
Ruth Sellars Johnson
Minnie Sudder II
Serena Murray Eshelman

1955 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1960 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1963 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1966 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1969 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1972 — $350.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1975 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1978 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1981 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1984 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1987 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1990 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

1993 — $325.00
Joyce Frantz
Hazel Busecker Beach
Mabel Nutter Nutter
Grace Worlock Eichelberger
Jean Yorson Nordness
Mabel C. Prevost

Your name is not listed in the Bulletin as a contributor.
Dolores Gilmore
Marion Ann Barron McBeth
Loretta Davis Cunninghame Nancy Marjorie Ross Berrier
Clare Janice Linda Linner
Marian Carole Costello Tomlinson
Susan Dolores 1963-$387.00
Dorothy Lucille Scriber
Maureen Cassidy
Peggy Linda
Fran Tharp
Donna Suzanne
Susanne Mary Lou Woerner
Patricia Barbara Nase Anderson
Margaret Fay Beth Reed
Kemmerer Warren Bonnie Lynch
Spoerl Panick Billick
Kania Mosteller Shaffer Pamela Hannigan Bethanis Fletcher
Greenawalt Julius Koder
Manges
Nuttall Stelzner Dahlmann Jones McAieces
Ward Catherine Materio Teti Kurland
Dunn Judith Abbott Getz Donna Speicher
Adams Verna McCafferty
Palumbo
Leach Anne McGlade
Dorothea Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej Marilyn Janet
Susan Wilhour Smeltz Sharon 1967 -
Jeanne Kane Genieirl Sally Breidenthal Gilbert Paula
1968 -
Jeanne Kane Genieirl Sally Breidenthal Gilbert Paula
1972 -
Kathleen Cheryl Deborah 1973-$290.00
Mary
Mary Lou Woerner Fay
Beth Reed
Nancy Washburn Noe
Kathleen Manges Klepinos
Joan Maloney Dynan
Nancy Taylor Ward
1961 — $260.00
Barbara Canal Obin
Dorles Gilmore Dunn
Marion Ann Barron McBeth
Loretta Davis Cunninghame
Noore Mosteller Shaffer
Barbara Borell Freeman
Betty Simmonson Woods
Marjorie Ross Bernier
Barbara Greenwall Eichorn
Ellen Kemmerer Warren
Clare Lynch
1962 — $335.00
Linda Liner Novel
Janice Patrick Billick
Marian Krahling Hammond
Viole Costello Tomlinson
Susan Edert Leaf
Arlene Kania Hillig
Marge Grieshaber Moore
Patricia Koder Daniels
Carolae Swaim Mitchell
Ludie Baxter Fox
Barbara Althoff Brooks
Joan Speak
Dorles Moyer Knepp
1963 — $387.00
Dorothy Farley Brown
Marie Brottschneider Mcclave
Lucile Schrier Ayres
Doris Shermer Towndeed
Maureen Caissidy Pultumo
Jean Allen Paner
Myra Monallas Ewretzich
Latette Rich Kurland
Linda McPhip Eli
Peggy Harrigan Bethmis
Mary Bill Hack
Margaret Carr Hargrave
Mary Elizabeth Speicher Gillen
Fran Tharp McGill
Donna Fletcher Adams
Mary Leonard Richter
Suzanne Vache Blackburn
1964 — $570.00
Grace Greene Bush
Isabelle Kroue Ehr
Margarite Dalhmann Coopley
Susanne Dvorcas Klinger
Donna Rockhill Ruggiani
Judith Lintgen Linker
Lori Lou Werner Schubel
Patricia Gardner Marquette
Barbara Wassler Anderson
Penelope Jones McAlise
Margaret Kunder kobler
Margaret Grace David
Dorothy Nultall Steltzin
Lynn McMuster Nagatini
Fay Shaffer Leslie Beth Reed
1965 — $545.00
Dorothea C. Hamilton
Judith Larson Moyse
Catherine Mileri Teti
Carolyn Wildman Bohn
Sandra Schmidt Kolodziej
Kay parber Matejkovic
Judith Abbott Getz
Adrienne Lowe Denaugeh
Anna Harrison Karpelta
Nancy Schraga Wilson
Pamela, Johnson Drok
Janet Walker Reips
Lois Russell Forek
Barbara Dril Hamndon
Karen Lynch Bayers
Bonnie Sandt Ingles
Susan wildor Smitz
Mary Kendal ROCheste
Cassandra Sherry Rogers
Shirley Dubis Poling
Judy McGuffah Backstrom
Nancy Jones Harrington
Shelby Hoberman Luber
Mary Beth Heyl
Karen Bais Jalshleer
Phyllis Heiler Karman
Jean Smoker Ricco
Elizabeth McClyrery Berry
Karen Huber McClyrery
Carmelina Giulondro
1974 — $185.00
Peggy Smith
Marlena Dianke Peppar
Christine Gilmore Fields
Mary Jo Winning McMull
Maureen Kelly LeFevre
Susan Sheaffer Cawell
Deborah Borell Borkowski
1975 — $225.00
Linda Bingham Naperalera
Regina Dreyer Dreyer
Marlene Bartoszek
Carolyn Dougherty Mashouf
Barbara Mergin Gruin
Mary Cepas Mcintosh
Suzanne McGuffah Hoffman
Germaree George
Rebeccas Solomon Brown
Theresa O’Bonn
Brenda Scott Hill
1976 — $225.00
Veronica Tiver Matkus
Linda Thompson-Torrens
Leiie May Tahster
Donna Orline Simone
Kathy Condit Levinin
Alice Goulet Saer
Mary Ann Zahbet Marchetti
Melody Beatty Darrow
Kathleen Jennings
1977 — $210.00
Gail Keemip
Marge Connors Marchant
Susan MacMillan
Alice Colligan Conte
Kathleen Shanahan Hutmam
Susanne Peters McLeam
Linda Feenling Johnson
Sue In horn
Linda Hook Garrecht
1977 — $285.00
Jeanne Steinheagen
Judy Jones
Grace Ann Spensa
Marlene Barthone
Perry Furry Kuster
Lynn M. Steeper
Leora Suber Hayward
Kathryn VanDye Hayes
Lil Col. Anneke Browniin
Ruth Humphreys
Sally Dupras Biessinger
Elizabeth Gouve Coughlin
Deidre Mullin Yukinwicht
1977 — $385.00
Pari Maria Dehart
Lourungurna Sullita
Michael Dillanenn DeLucia
Clare McDougal Pulaski
Karen Chialandene D’Alonzo
Maureen Brady Fox
Patricia Piyor Dacanio
Darlene Ribaric Rosendall
Lisa Gotta Romanino
Cheryl Klöin
Betty Beck Hedges
Susan Gallagger
Treyra Maye Colella
Jannae DuPont Stipee
Barbara Bachman Symans
Kathleen Rihar Ermerie
1978 — $440.00
Rosemary Maturl
Ann Rodden Ekedk
Jenni Stashe Vannderbear
Alice Latch Laekson
Debrah Jones
Theresa Franczone
LuAnn Kopenhaer Vanamam
Linda Herrod Mueleader
Leisel Wilkinson Stickley
Reina Insog Schiavallo
Joan Wleiter Reimer
Janet Holton Berek
Carol Miller Muller
Linda Parr Southwell
Christine McClyrery Ferry
Barbara McGrenra Doer
Diane Scott Ross
Sheryl Schwartz Bar-on
Sharon Mollnaer
Marymiler Bowman
Joanne Stock Petelli
Rhonda Rite Pere
1979 — $440.00
Carmen W. Rusto
Cheryl Grimes Allen
Karen Hollander Barnardini
Theresa Mcelynn Rupp
Deborah Samuel Timpano
Barbara Bradbury Stewart
Mary E. Cooley
Sandra Lee Wilson
Laurel Goldberg Gutter
Joyce Freidin
Judy DiCrestofalo
M. Elaine Harkins Lack
Sharon Miller Chilton
Michelle Langley Kopicki
1980 — $305.00
Carolann McNeil Pilla
Kathleen Santangelo Sharkey
Marcelline Maxwell Ostrow
Bernadine Gramsci Kopicki
Donna Kinkosterk Levinin
Mary Mullen Ragone
Sara E. Scheid
Kathleen Carley Gregg
Barbara Angel Kenney
Susan Albee Dehongeboun
Mario Hillman
Kathleen O’Brien Shindone
Donna Underbary
Debbee Schofer Beaver
Clare Retya Ebersole
1981 — $140.00
Christine Kostianski
Irme Babina Replka
Kathleen Tregue
Debra Graham McCarr
Susan Sheaffer Schwab
1982 — $300.00
Franccse Pollichet
Betty Blackwell
Duane Stanton
Theresa Heol Cook
Barbara Kornsmyr Leonard
Maryann Heil Leonard
Patty Jenkins Barr
Susan Koelley Brcmgen
Merdie Walton Hopkins
Matching Grant Gifts
EXXON Foundation
Helyn Long Romberg ’37
Sant De Stefan
Jeanne Planagan Ryan ’32
AZKO Salt, Inc.
Carol Jones Stange ’39
Mexer Company Foundation
Diane Scott Ross
Swhi Schwartz Bar-on
Sharon Mollnaer
Marymiler Bowman
Joanne Stock Petelli
Rhonda Rite Pere
Jone Spee ’82
Abbott Laboratory
Joe Speak ’82
GARDENING
April rain, May sunshine, gardening — they all fit our spring fancy. And how does your garden grow? Plant a different kind of garden this spring! Begin with FIVE ROWS OF LETTUCE let us let us let us let us make intelligent choices let us be truthful let us laugh let us consider the other guy THREE ROWS OF SQUASH squash and grooms squash destructive criticism squash indifference FOUR ROWS OF PEAS promptness perseverance politeness TWO ROWS OF BEETS beat the odds turn up to a new idea turn up with a new idea turn up with a real determination COMPLETE YOUR GARDEN WITH THYME time to listen time to relax time to think time to work time to read time to . . . stop and turn up with a small the rows!
THE ANNUAL LUNCHEON

Mother and Daughter Attend Luncheon
(L) Ann Woodring Crofford, RN '33
(R) Bonnie Ann Crofford, RN '63

Mother and Daughter Attend Luncheon
(L) Elinor Farber Brosious, RN '36
(R) Joann Brosious, RN '63
Memorial Gifts — 1993
Elizabeth C. Ent ’32 — donor
Joschephine McNamara Wheeler ’38 — donor, A Ajkeltia
Daneman ’58, classmates
Deceased class members ’51 — donor Anna Treuell Hamphrey ’51, classmates
Mary Haiti Dominick ’36 — donor Rebecca Thornton Inging ’36, classmates
Virginia Spence McCrone ’48 — donor Nancy Weikelitzmann ’34, classmates
Mabel C. Prevost ’29 — donor Catherine Gray Payne ’33, Jeff Alumna
Memorial Gifts Received after August 15, 1992
Marilyn Ramp ’51 — donor
Katherine PCAus ’48, classmates
Nuria Shoemaker Ehrig ’36 — donor
C. Ent ’32 — donor
All old classmates, classmates

Class of 1916
Florence Browning
1917
Frances M. Grove
1921
Katherine Flickinger Aagaard
1923
Marilyn Kladn Potier
1929
Alvinadeau Phoebus (WH)
1932
Alyce Casper Wright
1936
Mary Kerr Deere
1939
Nora Shoemaker Ehrig
1943
Melvin Flickinger ’43
1947
Dorothy Schenck Ragan
1951
Edna Stonehenge Dubbs
1953
Sara Blackburn Buder
1956
Guy Titchey Frederick
1959
Milford Amhurst Brown
1962
Verna Hertzler Diehm
1965
Donna Collins Carmel
1970
Mary Haiti Dominick
1973
Virginia Kenton Halson
1976
Marie Shearer Rohme
1981
Reva Hardey Jyon.
1984
Virginia Falkingham Ritter
1987
Helen Pfaff Bedner
1990
Rheu Moyer John.
1993
A report is written by Dr. Barbara Duchworth Arkes ’51, Joanne Garber Sencindiver ’51, Flickinger ’51, Nancy Thompson ’51, and Anna McCairns, PhD. It also includes classmates who have passed away since the last update.

Class of 1993
Emma Phoebe Kial (Witten), 11190 Burmont Road, Drew Hill, PA 19026. Things are the same. My best to all my classmates.
Adeline Roth Miller (Benjamin), 6704 Glen Avenue, Glen Dale, MD 20769. I am sorry to report that missed our 60th reunion in 1992. It was good to attend the luncheon this year and get the latest news of Kit and Kix.
Hazel Greger Biddle (Adair), 214 Stonybrook Drive, Norristown, PA 19403-2734. I am active in a docent in an 18th-century historic restoration and in two heritage classes. I’ve had to relinquish other volunteering because of my husband’s health.
Elaine Cautumanti (Dumford), 516 Hillside Drive, West Chester, PA 19380. Rosal’s son Robert wrote the following: “Rosal had a dulcimer unit operation in November and had no problems (progeria fail­ure) in February. She is doing better now as her daughter Nancy is nursing her back to health.”
Carlyle Jones Tissas, 431 John Ardine Drive, Ormond Beach, FL 32175. I hope I’ll be able to attend the luncheon next year. I do miss my classmates.
Class of 1933
Elmer Plant Tiska (Howard), 2746 Carlton Place, York, PA 17404. Good health and good luck to all. It is interesting to note how many Jeffersonians live in New York.
Katherine Kinde Leach, 86th Rie Hauss Lane, Hammetsworth, PA 70396. My twin grandchildren graduated from Mary Mount University on May 1st.
Elizabeth Rohrini Cobb, 12 High Street, Carbondale, PA 18407. I always appreciate the bulletin and read it as soon as I can. I’ve had a set-back in my health, however, because I was born with a bronchial spasm cutting off oxygen. I have a low tolerance to medicine and the blood pressure pills. I take more medicine. Hello to everyone.
Martha M. Lec Garver (Darly), 228 N. Norths Avenue, Bristol, PA 19007. Hello to all my classmates. Old age does not seem to be a happy way of life, although we keep struggling along for another year. Best wishes to all for good health.
Pauline Helms Kough, 76 Eon Lomard Street, Apt. 1, Unkintook, PA 15401-3636. Hello to all the remaining members of the class of 1933.
Dorothy Deene Norris, 7201 Liberty Street, Easton, PA 18042. Peace and good health to all my classmates.
Marie Poitell Carey( Janey), 2135 Kings Drive, Lewes, DE 19958. My husband and I observed our fifth wedding anniversary on June 30th. He is still very healthy and we are both enjoying the health. A hello to all my classmates. I enjoy reading the Bulletin.
Class of 1934
Dorothy Walt Collins, 201 E. Broad Street, Apt. 3-11, Tampico, PA 18525. I’m in good health, I keep busy with crippled children’s clinic, blood mobile, meals on wheels, and volunteer 4 hours a week at Miners Memorial Hospital as a volunteer, and the holding hand here at the Majestic House. My daughter-in-law is an RN and works at JFK Hospital.
Dorothy Rolando, 58 N. Lansdowne Avenue, N-102, Lansdowne, PA 19050. I spent my 80th birthday and the Christmas season in the black forest in Germany. I hope to be able to continue these trips for a long time. I’m also a volunteer at a school for retarded persons once a week.
Jeanne Reimer Mouta, 24 Lake Vista Trail, Apt. 101, Per St. Luke, FL 34352. I’m enjoying living in Florida. My family is growing, and

<Next Page>

REMEMBER, OLD FOLKS ARE WORTH . . .

a fortune, silver in their hair, gold in their teeth, stones in their hair, a 95-year-old in their stomachs.

I have become a little older since I saw you last and a few changes have come into my life since then. Frankly, I have become quite a frizzly old gal. I am seeing five gentlemen everyday.

As soon as I woke up, Wili Power helps me get out of bed. Then I go see John. Then Charlie Horse comes along, and when he is here he takes a lot of my time and attention. While I was there, Arthur Rich shows up and stays the rest of the day. He doesn’t like to stay in one place very long, but he takes me from joint to joint. After such a busy day, I’m really tired and glad to go to bed with Ben Gay. What a life.

P.S. The preacher came to call the other day. He said at my age I should be thinking about the hereafter. I told him, Oh, I do all the time. No matter where I am, in the parlor, upstairs, in the kitchen, or in the basement, I ask my minister — “Now what am I here for?”

THINKING OUT LOUD!

Before you decide to give someone a piece of your mind, be sure you can get by on what you have in mind. It is always a good idea to let the other person have a chance to think about it.

Too many people stop looking for work after they find a job.

Tolerance is the ability to keep your shirt on when you’re hot under the collar.

Medical science has progressed to the point where the human body, with proper care, will last a lifetime.
wedding this year and 2 more grandchildren, making a total of 6. We had a family reunion in August 1992 near Thack, PA. We also had our 50th wedding anniversary July 18, 1992. I couldn’t have married a nicer man. 

Germine Michot Steadman, 10162 Blue Ridge Drive, San Antonio, TX 78216. I’m hanging in there. Best wishes to all.

Jean Heine Arnold, 43 N. Sunset Drive, Camargo Island, WA 98292. I’m retired from teaching, and I’m slower but thankful to be able to meet each day’s demands.

Edith Owen McCullock, 70 Collins Street, Tilden, NE 68961-4116. Best wishes to all my classmates. Sorry I didn’t make the luncheon on May 8.

Dorothy McCormick Taltos, 229 Kirkwood Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. I continue to live in North Carolina in the summer and Arizona in the winter. I have many friends who have a cabin or a bunk in the small motor home. I was thrilled to be selected by the Journal of Public Health Nursing as one of our 1992 Honor Nurses. I will always remember "Jim" very, very best to all.

Sara Kelly Little (Lesa), 1629 Monroe Street, York, PA 17404. I’m now a widow and continue to travel, of course, we are all very tired and very, very thankful.

Juliet Reamberger Light, 128 Fairview Avenue, State College, PA 16801. I am alive and looking. I like to travel, and to volunteer work. I live alone in a small studio apartment.

Evelyn Wilson, 2034 Mill Street, Jerseyville, Illinois 62052. To my classmates, come visit me when in California. We have more time to visit our 5 grandchildren and one great grandchild.

Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 111 Pine Tree, St. Petersburg, FL 33708-0212. I would love to hear from any Jeff graduate living in this area.

Dorothy Ranck Long is a former student of Dr. Horatio W. C. 

Wise. She is a retired nurse, and her husband Dr. Fran Goodell, 21620. Best wishes to all my classmates.

Ellen Crawford Teague, 670 Parker Road, RHR, Whitehall, NH 03266. We are living in a nursing home in Southwest NH. Am I right about this, as I am not sure of the news of classmates and everything in the nursing home. Hi to all.

Evelyn Wilson, 2034 Mill Street, Jerseyville, Illinois 62052. It is a thing of the past. Regards to you all.

Grace Jenkins Dunkleberger, 800 Casa-Loma Road, Apt. 423, Alten- town, PA 18014. I’m a good year old. I talk with Am Tanami in her home office, and I see Pat Crawford, 46 in church. Very happy.

Pauline (Nicholas), 18042. We were on vacation in San Miguel, Arizona. I was so happy.

Lucille Wampler Stradley, 281 28th Street, New Castle, DE 19720. I’m doing a bit of traveling. Drops by on your next trip to the Southwest.

Margaret Brannt Scull (Howard), 634 East Street, Warmin- ster, PA 18034. We are very proud to announce the birth of our great grandson last November.

Marie Dziekoci Grzuba, Annex A Leader Residential, 724 N. Charlotte Street, Pottstown, PA 19464. I was so happy to see so many classmates and friends at our 50th reunion in May.

Virginia Hershey Dakanes, 801 Hewett Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48103-2520. I’m retired from active nursing. I’m everything but a nurse. I spent 10 years there with a good crew may they all be happy.

Janet Robertson Gerow, 111 Pine Tree, St. Petersburg, FL 33708-0212. I would love to hear from any Jeff graduate living in this area.

Shea Pincoski Drisko (John), 131 Parish Road, Winter Park, FL 80985. I could be so hectic.

Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush (Charles), 377 Wood Duck Road, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. I hope all nurses who have served in our Armed Forces are joining the women in the military to further the Memorial in Washington, D.C.

Gary W. Byers (Milt), 110 West Chester Pkwy., Apt. F-1, West Chester, PA 19392. I’m working 3 evenings a week at Devon Manor in Devon on St. Catherine’s, nice new, except I’m a year older.

Grace Jenkins Dunkleberger, 800 Casa-Loma Road, Apt. 423, Alten- town, PA 18014. I’m well.

Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 111 Pine Tree, St. Petersburg, FL 33708-0212. I would love to hear from any Jeff graduate living in this area.

Francois Pickens Drisko (John), 131 Parish Road, Winter Park, FL 80985. I could be so hectic.

Kathryn Duffy Quackenbush (Charles), 377 Wood Duck Road, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. I hope all nurses who have served in our Armed Forces are joining the women in the military to further the Memorial in Washington, D.C.

Gary W. Byers (Milt), 110 West Chester Pkwy., Apt. F-1, West Chester, PA 19392. I’m working 3 evenings a week at Devon Manor in Devon on St. Catherine’s, nice new, except I’m a year older.

Grace Jenkins Dunkleberger, 800 Casa-Loma Road, Apt. 423, Alten- town, PA 18014. I’m well.

Margaret Armstrong Tunnard, 111 Pine Tree, St. Petersburg, FL 33708-0212. I would love to hear from any Jeff graduate living in this area.
Class of 1944
Lucile Beatrice King (Dean), 310 S. Cherry Street, Ebensburg, PA 15931. I drove across country last fall and fell in love with Montana, Washington and Vancouver. The Gold Country proved too hot for our Northern Blood. Our children, their spouses and grandkids are all well. Number 11 arrived in May on Maui, Hawaii. Regards to all my classmates.

Virginia Sturges Lawrence (M. Frank), 52 Chartest Road, Phoe­nixville, PA 19460. I retired June 19, 1992 from my position as nursery supervisor at the Montgomery County Generic & Rehabil­itation Center, a 581-bed facility. I worked there for 16 years.

Martha A. Higbie (Robert G.), 227 Center Road, Quan­tico, VA 22134. Unfortunately, we are not surviving from an "empty nest" because we have 6 grandchildren living very close to our farm, and we see them frequently.

Clytie Shost (Ivan), 718 E. Clover Street, Shermak, PA 17367-5307. We are looking forward to the next one. I had a wonderful visit with our daughter in Paris. This trip was sponsored by our daughter. We look forward to being together again. God Bless you all.

Barbara Henderson Marks (Gerald D.), 45 Fairview Road, Nor­ton, MA 02768. We finally have some girls in our family. Our two sons were married in 1992, and our 3rd son was married in June 1993. I enjoyed seeing classmates at the luncheon in 1992.

Jane Black Gunn (Ted), 3105 Emmet Avenue, Huntington, VA 22505. Ted and I have fully recovered from my bypass surgery and plan to travel to Australia and Austria in 1993. We have two grandchildren, Gretchen and Matthew is 10 months. Boss regards to everyone.

Janet Edwards Moses (Calvin R.), 7729 Garrick Road, Fern­dale, PA 15220. I attended the seventh class reunion held in 1992. Our son's wedding was June 29, 1992 in Great Falls, Montana. I'm looking forward to the next one. I am currently an RN and am involved in volunteer work and working one day a month as a teller.

Jean Reet Reit, 3810 Hoboc - Plantation Point, Myrtle Beach, SC 29576. I'm very much looking forward to the next one. I sub for the librarian at school and I'm involved with teenagers and their activities. What is this word I hear people call retirement?

Class of 1945
Margaret Greenly Rutherford (William, S. M.), 3750 Fallon Drive, N.W., Canton, OH 44718. I'm enjoying my husband's retirement. We are blessed with six fine young grandchildren.

Kitty Sett, 340 Craig Avenue, El Paso, TX 79904. I want to remind all classmates that the next 25th will be a 25 year anniversary for us. Try to make a special effort to return to our alma mater on alumni day.

Janet Hoover Whipple (John), 3121 Narmey Street, Clevel­and, OH 44127. We are enjoying a new freedom and a new phase of our lives. We have retired 11/2 years ago.

LaDrew Beatrice Krang (Dean), 310 S. Cherry Street, Ebensburg, PA 15931. I drove across country last fall and fell in love with Montana, Washington and Vancouver. The Gold Country proved too hot for our Northern Blood. Our children, their spouses and grandkids are all well. Number 11 arrived in May on Maui, Hawaii. Regards to all my classmates.

Leila Bigrere Kelley (William), 662 South End Road, Plants­ville, CT 06479. I continue to enjoy retirement, my health is far. We keep busy with our grandchildren and my chosen profession.

M. Patricia Long Haupt (George J.), 708 Old Lancaster Road, Bryn Mawr, PA 19010. Our family has finished its surgical business in Boston, MA this year. We have been seeing many of our classmates recently. Our daughter, her husband, and 2 grand kids were at the French 2nd Tour together.

Rachel Irene Herberts, 26525 Via Juicenis, Mission Viejo, CA 92692. I'm seventy-one and making a career of volunteerism. I do weekly blood draws for a local senior center, tour guide in a historical park, charity gift wrap booth in a mall. I love it! I'm the President of the City Health Board. I'm the head honcho and hold office in AARP, a women's club, a historical society, and our church. Shepherd of the Hills (V.M.C.), look for me in the kitchen.

Jean Shirley Wingham (Paul), 578 Friendship Avenue, Lancaster, PA 71601. We have a class of 1946 that meet for one enjoyable day at the home of Izee Cornilles Miranda on October 30, 1992 in Media, PA. There we were able to exchange news of each others' lives. It was a great time of reminiscing and was had by all.

Martha Catherine Wefer (Stephen), 436 Fairview Avenue, Penn­dell, PA 19401-5004. My best wishes to everyone. I can't believe it has been 45 years since we graduated.

Nanma Grunden Bicking (George), 3560 Jacksonville Road, Bath­tham, PA 15108. I'm with you until September 1993. I'm enjoying a healthy retirement with 2 grandchildren, ages 2 and 3. I enjoy my retirement in doing volunteer work for the burn prevention foundation.

Merrill Bres Christ (William), 33 Louise Drive, Milltown, NJ 08850. Our lives have been enriched and supported byHuman Resource practitioners with faculty practice at the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey in addition to counseling and examining patients. I also participate in research proj­ects concerned with women's health.

I'm also planning to retire this year. It was good to see so many classmates at our 45th reunion this year. We did not have plans to seeso many classmates at a reunion sometime in the future. You are often in my thoughts.

Class of 1946
Jean Bell Collevecchio (Thomas), 17 Linda Drive, Allendale, NJ 07401. I'm enjoying good health, and keep busy with our grandchildren.

Betty Zehrer (Clyde), R.R. #2, Box 649, Sussex, PA 18429. I retired from nursing two years ago. It was a rewarding career for me, but after 50 years, I needed to do something else. We are enjoying time at the Jersey shore.

Jeanne Leboeker, 209 Nordwood Drive, Rome, GA 30161. I lost my dear mother to cancer in February, she was 94.

Kathleen M. Hartzel, 7405 Prospect Street, New Paltz, NY 12561. I plan to retire 1/2 years. I'm selling Real Estate in New Paltz because of my health.

Bess Beattie Kerns, 2052 W. Calle Morado, Tucson, AZ 85745. Nothing much new. We're enjoying our retirement and time at the Jersey shore.


Jean Heffelofft Whipple (Harry), 112 Centerbrook Road, Hermon, Maine. We are enjoying each other's company and are looking forward to the next one. We are enjoying a new freedom and a new phase of our lives. We have retired 1/2 years.

Mary Louise Moore Brouthank (Simon C. J., M.D.), 7337 Central Avenue, Waukesha, WI 53189. Our son, in his 10th year of teaching, has been married for 1 year. Our daughter, Patricia (Jeff, old boy) has a baby boy (1st year after her 2 grandchildren).

Jane Hoyt Larkin, 1150 N. W. 11th Street, Allentown, PA 18102. I retired December 1, 1991. I worked a few days a month at Felshein Manor, a nursing home near home. I enjoy traveling, bridge and golf.

Marilyn Buxton (Arthur), 270 West Middle Road, Chatham, MA 02633. I also spent a lot of time at the Jersey shore.

Our 10th child, Sandy (Frank), 9932 Allendale Drive, Air , MD 20587. I'm also planning to retire this year. It was good to see so many classmates at our 45th reunion this year. We did not have plans to see so many classmates at a reunion sometime in the future. You are often in my thoughts.
Jane Hawk Aimes (Rhode), 16563 Ponderosa Drive, Granada Hills, CA 91344-1863 and another "buddy" in our family tree when our 4th grandchild, Eric arrived. The score is 2 boys, 2 girls. Plan to rely on this Spring, bal00 not to do anything to keep us from going to New York! I'm looking forward to coming back to Pennsylvania was sad and yet getting to see Lancaster County again was lovely. Patricia Thelma isberry, PA 17339. Grandmothering is great. We have 3 grandsons.

Jeanne Strong (Kline), 2207 Boyd Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006. Our youngest daughter got married in December 1992. We are looking for a place to share our place in the woods in Delaware, with a sea view. I am in the process of deciding whether I should continue nursing or give it up. We are enjoying our 6\textsuperscript{th} wedding anniversary. I am looking forward tothis. And our youngest daughter is married. We have 3 grandchildren.

Class of 1955
Marie E. Shloub. 3312 Northside Drive, No. 715, Key West, FL 33040. I'm working full time, making "in the trenches" with AIDS. I obtained my ABA certification in general nursing.

Irene Gibson O'Brien, 27 Tomahawk Drive, Marion, IL 62959. I'm working at West Virginia University Hospital. Marion, AM admissions. My daughter Kelly graduated in May 1993 with a BS in Health Administration from Rutgers University.

Jeanet Elder Brenda, 206 7th Street, Holmes Beach, FL 34217. I am alive. We live in Anna Maria Island, FL. Hello to my classmates.

Anita O. Holzbaur Mclaughlin, 2270 South Front Street, Philadelphia, PA 19145. I'm a nurse and have a degree in technology.

Barbara M. Sankey Brown, 1775 West 71st Street, Chicago, IL 60643. I'm involved in church activities, farming and handcrafts.

Kathleen Adams Moody, 3 Mochurch Court, Johnson City, TN 37604. My daughter graduated from the University of Tennessee with a BS in family and child development. I continue to enjoy good health.

Marie Ellen Halsey Mannhart (Ben), 1620 St John's Drive, El Paso, TX 79933. Our son is making a change of career, he expects to study pharmacy at the University of Arizona. His plans have been changed slightly to work through Hurricane Airlines. He is working at a hospital in Houston, Texas. His husband is a geologist with Chevron. We have been supplementing our income with his scholarship for nursing in school in El Paso. Her husband teaches H.S. math and computer science. They have 2 daughters ages 6 years and 2 years. They bring us much joy. Barbara and I, she is a nurse. He is a pharmacist. She is working at the University of Texas at Austin.

Norma Jones (James), 1301 Stuart Road, Fort Collins, CO 80525. I'm looking forward to our reunion in 1996. Let's all try to return for this one.

Class of 1952
Nancy Grav Messick (R, Richard M.,) 11020 Phoenix Way, Naples, Fl 33908. My husband retired from ob/gyn in the middle of June 1992. We are enjoying our 6\textsuperscript{th} wedding anniversary, the last one arrived in April 1993.

Jeanne Flanagan Ryan (Dame), 2017 Line Lexington Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. Warm greetings to all my classmates. Dan and I retired from General Electric in 1992 where I had worked as a corporate nurse manager for over 30 years. We really enjoy the freedom that comes with retirement, we plan to cruise to Alaska this year.

JoyceNTSTATUS Linzer, 966 S. W. 6th Street, West. Memphis, AR 72301. What a pleasure it was to have a visit from one of my joyful classmates from our past year. Maria (Ric) Hard Wikles and husband, Dr. Charles Wikles from California. Unfortunately their visit East was a sad one. They came for Tiger’s mom’s funeral.

Jeanne McCracken Mckinnon, 4820 Broadway Avenue, Concord, CA 94520. I retired from nursing in June 1990. "Jeff" provided a strong foundation for a satisfactory career which I have loved. Now, on to the next chapter.

Class of 1953
their "unsung hero" (Edward), 666 Pleasant View Drive, Lew­ berry, PA 17339. Grandmothering is great. We have 3 grandsons. I'm looking forward to retirement.

Irene Gibson O'Brien, 27 Tomahawk Drive, Marion, IL 62959. I'm working at West Virginia University Hospital. Marion, AM admissions. My daughter Kelly graduated in May 1993 with a BS in Health Administration from Rutgers University.

Jeanet Elder Brenda, 206 7th Street, Holmes Beach, FL 34217. I am alive. We live in Anna Maria Island, FL. Hello to my classmates.

Anita O. Holzbaur Mclaughlin, 2270 South Front Street, Philadelphia, PA 19145. I'm a nurse and have a degree in technology.

Barbara M. Sankey Brown, 1775 West 71st Street, Chicago, IL 60643. I'm involved in church activities, farming and handcrafts.

Kathleen Adams Moody, 3 Mochurch Court, Johnson City, TN 37604. My daughter graduated from the University of Tennessee with a BS in family and child development. I continue to enjoy good health.

Marie Ellen Halsey Mannhart (Ben), 1620 St John's Drive, El Paso, TX 79933. Our son is making a change of career, he expects to study pharmacy at the University of Arizona. His plans have been changed slightly to work through Hurricane Airlines. He is working at a hospital in Houston, Texas. His husband is a geologist with Chevron. We have been supplementing our income with his scholarship for nursing in school in El Paso. Her husband teaches H.S. math and computer science. They have 2 daughters ages 6 years and 2 years. They bring us much joy. Barbara and I, she is a nurse. He is a pharmacist. She is working at the University of Texas at Austin.

Norma Jones (James), 1301 Stuart Road, Fort Collins, CO 80525. I'm looking forward to our reunion in 1996. Let's all try to return for this one.

Class of 1952
Nancy Grav Messick (R, Richard M.,) 11020 Phoenix Way, Naples, Fl 33908. My husband retired from ob/gyn in the middle of June 1992. We are enjoying our 6\textsuperscript{th} wedding anniversary, the last one arrived in April 1993.

Jeanne Flanagan Ryan (Dame), 2017 Line Lexington Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. Warm greetings to all my classmates. Dan and I retired from General Electric in 1992 where I had worked as a corporate nurse manager for over 30 years. We really enjoy the freedom that comes with retirement, we plan to cruise to Alaska this year.

JoyceNTSTATUS Linzer, 966 S. W. 6th Street, West. Memphis, AR 72301. What a pleasure it was to have a visit from one of my joyful classmates from our past year. Maria (Ric) Hard Wikles and husband, Dr. Charles Wikles from California. Unfortunately their visit East was a sad one. They came for Tiger’s mom’s funeral.

Jeanne McCracken Mckinnon, 4820 Broadway Avenue, Concord, CA 94520. I retired from nursing in June 1990. "Jeff" provided a strong foundation for a satisfactory career which I have loved. Now, on to the next chapter.
Barbara Borelli Fishelman, 522-4 Center Avenue, Millinocket, ME 04462. I remain in A.R. Apalachin's departmental. My eldest daughter, Tam, is working as a registered nurse in a local hospital. My youngest daughter, Angela, is a chipper daughter with degree in commercial arts from the University of Wisconsin in May 1993. Sorry as a staff development coordinator. My only Stanley, will be a sophomore at Dartmouth College. His plans for this summer to be studying at the Harvard University.

Loretta Davis Cunningham (Henry G.), Chestnut Ridge Farm, 13 Roosevelt Road, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08560. Progress! Best wishes to everyone.

Eileen Kennermer Warren (Ronald), 2517 Sam Houston Court, Galloway, TN 37060. I'm working in ob/gyn consultant to the family. My two are married and one is in the Air Force. We have two grandchildren and one on the way. We'll be very happy.

Class of 1962

Marie Gotshaber Moore, 140 North Rockford Street, York, PA 17402. I married her masters in instructional design from Bloomsburg in December 1995. He is employed at East Carolina University, NC. We live there now.

Mary John Kemmerer Warren (Ronald), 2517 Sam Houston Court, Galloway, TN 37060. I'm working in ob/gyn consultant to the family. My two are married and one is in the Air Force. We have two grandchildren and one on the way. We'll be very happy.

Suzanne Vach Blackburn (Robert), 2 Pershing Avenue, Hightstown, NJ 08520. Bob and I will celebrate our 30th anniversary on November 23, 1993. Gary was a devoted employee at a local company. He spent 4 days in Las Vegas with Dottie Frenkel Brown and husband Doug. (Bob's closest friend from high school). It was lots of fun.

Class of 1963

Margaret Grace David (George), 1338 Parlin Lane, Wilmot, PA 15894. I'm working as a registered nurse in a local hospital. My youngest daughter, Margaret, is a chipper daughter with degree in commercial arts from the University of Wisconsin in May 1993. Sorry as a staff development coordinator. My only Stanley, will be a sophomore at Dartmouth College. His plans for this summer to be studying at the Harvard University.

Loretta Davis Cunningham (Henry G.), Chestnut Ridge Farm, 13 Roosevelt Road, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08560. Progress! Best wishes to everyone.

Class of 1962

Marie Gotshaber Moore, 140 North Rockford Street, York, PA 17402. I married her masters in instructional design from Bloomsburg in December 1995. He is employed at East Carolina University, NC. We live there now.

Mary John Kemmerer Warren (Ronald), 2517 Sam Houston Court, Galloway, TN 37060. I'm working in ob/gyn consultant to the family. My two are married and one is in the Air Force. We have two grandchildren and one on the way. We'll be very happy.

Suzanne Vach Blackburn (Robert), 2 Pershing Avenue, Hightstown, NJ 08520. Bob and I will celebrate our 30th anniversary on November 23, 1993. Gary was a devoted employee at a local company. He spent 4 days in Las Vegas with Dottie Frenkel Brown and husband Doug. (Bob's closest friend from high school). It was lots of fun.

Class of 1963

Margaret Grace David (George), 1338 Parlin Lane, Wilmot, PA 15894. I'm working as a registered nurse in a local hospital. My youngest daughter, Margaret, is a chipper daughter with degree in commercial arts from the University of Wisconsin in May 1993. Sorry as a staff development coordinator. My only Stanley, will be a sophomore at Dartmouth College. His plans for this summer to be studying at the Harvard University.

Loretta Davis Cunningham (Henry G.), Chestnut Ridge Farm, 13 Roosevelt Road, Whitehouse Station, NJ 08560. Progress! Best wishes to everyone.
Mary Squires Gotz (Robert R.), R.R., #1, Box 1004, Dushane, PA 18614. Our son, J.T., graduated from high school in June 1993. Megan went to a senior in high school this year with great success. She is very active in sports.

Kathleen Suter Carlson Mathes, 10 Dogwood Court, Camp Hill, PA 17011. My husband, Frank, and I have been teaching for 25 years. We have passed since graduation. In 1992, 1808 with the State Schools Association. I have changed positions and now work for the Hospital Association of Pennsylvania. I continue to lobby and enjoy it.

Halina Piekarska Warmblit (Jim), 33 Natchez Place, Jackson, TN 38302. Hello everybody. I am still living in Tennessee. I transferred from our local nursing to Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine at Meadowbrook PA. I will be with the Philadelphia District Attorney's Office. Christopher (12) and Andrew (7) keep me busy. Happy 25th Anniversary. Love, [Signature]

Anne Vogel Clayton (Brian), 806 Washington Street, Toms River, NJ 08753-6829. Goodness, who has time to stop and enjoy it, anymore? I believe in the power of prayer, and I know that my faith in God is greater than my problems.

I'm a teacher in a junior school. I'm often wonder about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.

I'm just wondering about the life that I would have if I could be a senior in high school, now. I'm getting older, and I feel like I'm slipping away. But the ink is on the paper, when it grows to a full page, I wonder how it will turn out.
Mary Theresa Whitefield Sites (Rob), 68, Fairfield Lane, Chester Springs, PA 19425. Hello everyone! I’m teaching classes at Abington Memorial Hospital specializing in masters degree in nursing in August 1992. We moved to our new home in September 1990. We are enjoying our new home in the country. My house has 6 beds and 4 hearts, I’m 13. Have a wonderful year.

Karen Baals Jaxheimer, 4191 Knoble Lane, Tovaca, PA 19043. Amanda will be in high school and David will be in 6th grade. It’s now time for a change. I really been 20 years since we graduated?

Shehab Hoberman (Rob), 3131 W 62nd Terrace, Coral Gables, FL 33145. I’m really a wonderful practice is going well. Our kids are growing up fast but Harold is 14, Mark is 12, and Elizabeth B. We’re in the process of building a new home. We’re going smoothly except for the 3 month building permit delay. Thank goodness I have Andrea did not attend. If any of my classmates come to Florida please look me up.

Karen Haler Giarmi (Rob), 512 Church Road, Wynnewood, PA 19096. Matthew was born August 28, 1992, 8 lbs 11 oz. Our lives have really changed. Michelle will be 13 and Stefan will be 11, we are all doing well. We wish to the best.

Carmenta Giorgetta (Rob), 19106, I’m a family psychotherapist in private practice with offices in center city Philadelphia, PA.

Class of 1974

Maureen Kelly Lefevre (Michael), 640 Cheyney Road, Springfield, PA 19064. I’m waiting to hear from fellow classmates with suggestions for our 20th reunion. Please contact me. I hope to see many of you at the luncheon this year.

Christine Gilmore (Roger), 98 W. Lincoln Street, Media, PA 19063. I finally found the wedding dress in December 1991. I believe it was the best decision I’ve made in life. My friends from high school in July 1992. Talk about change in one’s life! I try to work at Bryn Mawr as diabetes clinical specialist.

Maria Eldige Dopper (L. Douglas, M.D.,) 150 Orchard Avenue, Belle Vernon, PA 15012. Hello to everyone who reads this. Twenty years “when I was a student” I can’t believe it. I’m now a married woman. I will help, just give me an assignment. May God bless each of you.

Mary Jo Wimzcith McMillie (Michael), 1623 Brittain Drive, Maple Glen, PA 19060. I’m working on the union in a part-time basis at Abington Hospital. Our children are 8 and 14 years old. We have a busy schedule with work and after-school and sports activities. We spend most of the summer at the beach in Sea City, New Jersey.

Susan Shafer Canterewell (Leif), 804 Plumb Road, West Chester, PA 19382. We are busy keeping up with Matt and Kate 12. Besides being their taxi driver, I work part time at Lankenau Hospital. I’m looking forward to seeing many classmates at our 20th reunion in 1994.

Dorae Byor Bankworth (Windsor), 256B Brewry Road, Wilmington, DE 19899. In 1980, I graduated from the University of Pennsylvania on 8/6/93 with an MSN in psychiatric mental Health nursing—family child. I hope to see you all at the luncheon in May 1994 for our 20th reunion.

Class of 1975

Caroleen Dougherty Massal (Bian), 303 Indian Creek Way, Horseshoe, PA 19344. Hi to all classmates! I work part time at the Pennsylvania College of Pharmaceutical Medicine. I’m looking forward to our 20th reunion in 1995. Can’t believe it will be 20 years.

Linda Bingman Napieralski, 133 Abbey Road, Voorhees, NJ 08043. I’m part time clinical intern at both Jefferson and Cooper Township College. The girls are 7 and 6 years old.

Sussan McCauliss Hoffman (Greg), 2015 Chesnort Lane, Fort Wayne, IN 46815-8950. I’m keeping busy with our children. Amanda 13, Thomas 11, and Rachel B. The girls (8). Her orthopedic surgery practice is also quite busy.

Elizabeth O’Brien, 3824 Parkwood Street, Blue Bell, PA 19422. I am living on our farm at 14. There is 13. Have a wonderful year.

Karen Baals Jaxheimer, 4191 Knoble Lane, Tovaca, PA 19043. Amanda will be in high school and David will be in 6th grade. It’s now time for a change. I really been 20 years since we graduated?

Jane Vanhollander (Roger), 3131 W 62nd Terrace, Coral Gables, FL 33145. I’m really a wonderful practice is going well. Our kids are growing up fast but Harold is 14, Mark is 12, and Elizabeth B. We’re in the process of building a new home. We’re going smoothly except for the 3 month building permit delay. Thank goodness I have Andrea did not attend. If any of my classmates come to Florida please look me up.

Karen Haler Giarmi (Rob), 512 Church Road, Wynnewood, PA 19096. Matthew was born August 28, 1992, 8 lbs 11 oz. Our lives have really changed. Michelle will be 13 and Stefan will be 11, we are all doing well. We wish to the best.

Carmenta Giorgetta (Rob), 19106, I’m a family psychotherapist in private practice with offices in center city Philadelphia, PA.
ENGLISH SIGNS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Japanese hotel: You are invited to take advantage of the chambermaid.
Hong Kong superintendent: For your convenience, we recommend courteous, efficient self-service.

Zurich hotel: Because of the impropriety of entertaining guests with women, we suggest you use the lobby for this purpose.

Moscow hotel room: If this is your first visit to the USSR you are welcome to it.

Norwegian cruise line lounges: Ladies are requested not to have children in the bar.

Budapest zoo: Please do not feed the animals. If you have suitable food, give it to the guard on duty.

DEBUTH SCHRIVER BULGER (James), 1404 Charlotte Way, Carrollton, TX 75006. My parents, Evelyn and Richard, and my brother, John, have accepted the director of nursing position at Medbridge Physical Rehabilitation Center, West Deptford, NJ. The boys are 7 and 8 years old.

Clare Raye Bercelos (Tom), 1136 Lane Place, Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462. Hello. We've had a great summer, and now we're getting ready to send our son Joe to second grade. Let's shoot in second grade. Joe, 5, will be in full kindergarten. Chad, 3, starts pre-school the last week of August. We're proud to announce the birth of their brother Joseph Michael, weighing in at 6 lb 12 oz. 4 months.

Theresa McGlynn Rupp (Bruce), 1511 Prospect Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15217. She's working part time at TJUH and类 Louis is 6-1/2 years old. Chrisna is 6-year-old, and Daniel is 3-1/2. Their extra-curricular activities keep Lou and me very busy, but we enjoy every minute of it.

Bernadine Gramap Kirkby (Tony), 6696 Westbrook Avenue, Phila, SE 08088. Tom is 7 years old and will be in 3rd grade. Tommy is 4-1/2 and will be in Kindergarten. Juliana and Jennifer are 2 years old. They keep me out of trouble.

Maria Rose Rugg (Luke), 28 Dogwood Lane, Turnerville, NJ 08008. I'm working part time at TJUH. Louis is 6-1/2 years old, Chrisna is 6-year-old, and Daniel is 3-1/2. Their extra-curricular activities keep Lou and me very busy, but we enjoy every minute of it.

Karen Williams (Robin), 216 Stanton Road, Philadelphia, PA 19129. I'm a great guy and who knows . . . !

See you all!
APPLICANT DATA
Name ________________________ __ Maiden Name -- ---- ---------- ---- ----- Year Graduated ____ _
Address ____ __ ______ __________________ ____
Social Security Number __ Telephone [ ]
Have you received Alumni benefits before □ Yes , Date ---- ---- No
List your specific needs ---- ---- -- -- ------ ---- -- -------- -- -- -- ------ -- ------------ -- ---- ----
Include the reason for this request __________________________________________________ ______ __

TYPE MEMBERSHIP
LIFE □
ACTIVE □
Signature ____________ __ APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE Date ____________ __
Relationship to Applicant _____________________ _____________________
Address _____________________ _____________________ CITY STATE ZIP

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN STATEMENT
Patient’s Name ____________ __
Diagnosis (if injury, give date of accident) ____________ __ Length of illness ____________ __
Date first consulted for this illness ____________ __
If patient hospitalized: name of hospital ____________ __
From ____________ Date _______ To ____________ __
If patient in nursing home or extended care facility: Name of Facility ____________ __
Name of Facility ____________ __
Address of Facility _____________________ _____________________ CITY STATE ZIP
Physician’s Signature _____________________ _____________________ Degree ____________ __
Address _____________________ _____________________ CITY STATE ZIP Telephone ____________ __

AUTHORIZATION
I hereby authorize the above named physician to release any, and all information requested by the Jefferson Nurses’ Alumni Association with respect to this claim for Relief Fund Benefits.
Signature _____________________ __ APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE Date ____________ __
Relationship to Applicant ____________ __

TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS
1. Membership in the Association for one year preferred. However, all requests will be given consideration. All things being equal, members will be given first consideration.

THE FOLLOWING ARE ENTIRELY EXCLUDED:
1. Pregnancy and its complications
2. Cosmetic surgery
3. Dental surgery and/or complications.

HOW TO APPLY FOR RELIEF FUND BENEFITS
1. Complete your part (the top portion) of the Benefit Form and sign the authorization at the bottom.
2. Have your physician complete his or her part of the Benefit Form.
3. If the Alumni member cannot complete the Benefit Form, the person submitting the form must show his or her relationship to the member when signing and give address and telephone number.
4. The completed Benefit Form should be sent to:
Chairman, Relief Fund Trust Committee
Jefferson Nurses’ Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127
Telephone (215) 955-8981

NOTE: Refer to your 1984 By-Laws for complete Relief Fund Benefit details.

All Relief Fund requests will be considered by the Board of Directors of the Nurses’ Alumni Association for the amount of monies granted.
SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

1. NAME: ________________________________ ________________________________
   (LAST NAME) (FIRST NAME) (MIDDLE INITIAL) (MIDDLE NAME)

2. ADDRESS: ________________________________ ________________________________
   (NUMBER AND STREET) (CITY AND STATE) (ZIP CODE)

3. Date of Graduation: ____________ Social Security Number: ____________ Telephone Number: ____________

4. Please have the following references sent to the Chairman, Scholarship Committee:
   Director or Dean of the school you plan to attend
   Director of the program at the time you graduated from your basic program

5. Positions held. Arrange in sequence, listing present or last position first.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Position</th>
<th>Name of Employer</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Dates of Employment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Are you a member of the Alumni Association? ______

7. List your activities in professional organizations.

8. Proposed program of study and plans for your future professional career:
   School in which you are enrolled ________________________________
   Address of school ________________________________
   Tuition cost ____________ Other expenses ____________ Amount of scholarship desired ____________
   Describe Program (Continue on the back, if necessary).

9. Financial assistance available to you: (state amount(s))
   Scholarship ____________ Loans ____________
   Work reimbursement ____________ Other ____________

Signature ________________________________ Date ____________

REVISED NOVEMBER 1987
MARCH 1984
OCTOBER 1976
JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP

Wife
or
Present Name ___________________________ Husband ___________________________

Name When Graduated ____________________ Year ____________

Present Address
Street and Number ____________________________
City and State ____________________________ Zip Code

Area Code _______ Telephone No. ____________________________

Employment Position ____________________________

Social Security Number ____________________________

Date Dues Paid ____________________________

Dorothy A. Cloud, Treasurer

YEARLY STATEMENT

Membership — All those actively engaged in the Nursing profession or desiring membership in the association. (See By-Laws)

Dues $10.00 per year.

Please complete the above card and return with Check, Money Order or Postal Note made payable to:

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Thomas Jefferson University
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, Pa 19107-5127
(215-955-9981)

Respectfully yours,
DOROTHY A. CLOUD
Treasurer

Jefferson Nurses' Alumni Association
Thomas Jefferson University
834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315
Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127

PINS

Jefferson pins may be purchased from J.E. Caldwell and Company, Chestnut and Juniper Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19107 (graduates prior to 1969) and from Neal Abrams, Inc., 740 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106 (graduates 1969 and after).

Identification may be obtained by directing correspondence to the Director, Student Affairs and Services, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 709, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215-955-8189).

TRANScritS

All requests for transcripts must be submitted in writing to the Registrar, College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University, 130 South 9th Street, Suite 711, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5233. Telephone (215-955-8994). Requests should be submitted at least a month prior to the date needed, giving the name of the institution to which you want them to be sent. There is a $3.00 fee for each transcript. Checks should be made payable to the College of Allied Health Sciences, Thomas Jefferson University.

CLASS ADDRESS LISTS

Class lists are available from the Alumni Office coordinators at a charge of $2.00 per list. Enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope. If you write to the Alumni Association, use your first name, maiden name, married name, and year graduated. Make checks payable to Jefferson Nurses’ Alumni Association. Please notify the Alumni Office coordinators of any corrections, marriages, deaths or changes of address. Help us keep errors at a minimum and our files accurate.


CHANGE OF ADDRESS FORM

PRESENT NAME ____________________________ SPOUSE’S NAME ____________________________

NAME WHEN GRADUATED ____________________________ YEAR ____________

FORMER ADDRESS

NEW ADDRESS

PRESENT PHONE NUMBER (Area Code) ____________________________

PRESENT POSITION ____________________________

PERSONAL NEWS


Mail to: Jefferson Nurses’ Alumni Association, Thomas Jefferson University, 834 Chestnut Street, Suite 315, Philadelphia, PA 19107-5127, Telephone (215-955-8981).
Dear Alumni:

Regular meetings of the Alumni Association will be held on the following dates:

- September 14, 1993
- November 9, 1993
- January 11, 1994
- March 8, 1994
- May 7, 1994

Annual Meeting: January 11, 1994 (Jeff Hall)

Regular meetings will be held in Suite 315, Benjamin Franklin House, 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 4:30 P.M.

This is the only notice you will receive.

Dorothy Cloud, Treasurer

---

NOTICE
ANNUAL LUNCHEON & MEETING DATES
MAY 7, 1994

Social Hour: 11:30 A.M.
Luncheon: 12:30 P.M.

JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL
1020 Locust Street
Philadelphia, PA 19107

ANNUAL MEETING: 10:00 A.M.
Solis-Cohen Auditorium
JEFFERSON ALUMNI HALL

JEFFERSON NURSES' ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY
834 CHESTNUT STREET
SUITE 315
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107-5127